Wordscapes level 2794 answers
Wordscapes level 2794 in the Peak Group and Crest Pack contains 15 words
and the letters EGHIRT making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 45 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 32,187 words and 133,400 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
HIRE, TIRE, GRIT, HEIR, RITE, TIER, EIGHT, RIGHT, THEIR, TIGER, TIGHT, TRITE,
GIRTH, HITTER, TIGHTER.
The extra or bonus words are:
TIE, HIT, REH, HET, TITHE, ERG, THIG, TITRE, TEG, TRIG, REG, IRE, GEIT, GITE,
TIT, TITE, GER, RIG, RITT, HER, TRET, GIE, THIR, THE, TETRI, TITHER, ETH,
GHI, GIRT, TITER, TET, TIG, HIE, GET, GERT, TIGE, GRITH, RET, RIT, TETH,
GIT, TRIE, REI, ITHER, TEHR.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 2794
HIRE - Payment for the temporary use of something.
TIRE - To become sleepy or weary.
GRIT - Collection of hard small materials, such as dirt, ground stone, debris from sa
ndblasting or other such grinding, swarf from metalworking.
HEIR - Someone who inherits, or is designated to inherit, the property of another.
RITE - A religious custom.
TIER - One who ties (knots, etc).
EIGHT - A numerical value equal to 8; the number occurring after seven and before nin
e.
RIGHT - Straight, not bent.
THEIR - Belonging to, from, of, or relating to, them.
TIGER - Panthera tigris, a large predatory mammal of the cat family, indigenous to As
ia.
TIGHT - Pushed or pulled together.
TRITE - Worn out; hackneyed; used so many times that it is no longer interesting or e
ffective (often in reference to a word or phrase).
GIRTH - The distance measured around an object.
HITTER - Agent noun of hit; one who hits.
TIGHTER - Comparative form of tight: more tight.

